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АННОТАЦИЯ 

Дипломная работа на тему «Полиморфизмы в гене P21 среди работников 

атомной промышленности» содержит 40 страниц текста, в том числе 3 рисунка, 

и включает следующие составные части: Введение; Ионизирующее излучение; 

Общие аспекты ионизирующего излучения; Воздействие ионизирующего 

излучения; Влияние малых доз ионизирующего излучения; Эпидемиология 

радиационно-индуцированных нераковых последствий для здоровья; 

Эпидемиология радиационно-индуцированных раковых последствий для 

здоровья; Риск развития рака от радиации в результате воздействия на атомную 

электростанцию; Рак среди работников атомной промышленности; Рак среди 

работников атомной промышленности в Соединенном Королевстве; Рак среди 

работников атомной промышленности в Соединенных Штатах; Рак среди 

работников атомной промышленности в других странах; Полиморфизм; Типы 

полиморфизма; Однонуклеотидные полиморфизмы (SNPs); Ген р21; Структура 

и белковые взаимодействия р21 ; Индукция транскрипции р53-зависимого р21; 

Р21 и дифференциация; Р21 и распространение; Р21 и апоптоз; p21 в 

исследованиях рака; Заключение; Список литературы.



 
 

АҢДАТПА 

 "Атом өнеркәсібі қызметкерлерінің арасындағы P21 геніндегі 

полиморфизмдер" тақырыбындағы дипломдық жұмыс 40 бет мәтіннен, оның 

ішінде 3 суреттен және мынадай құрамдас бөліктерден тұрады: Кіріспе; 

Иондаушы сәулелену; Иондаушы сәулеленудің жалпы аспектілері; Иондаушы 

сәулеленудің әсері; Иондаушы сәулеленудің шағын дозаларының әсері; 

Радиациялық-индукцияланған денсаулыққа әсер етпейтін салдарлардың 

эпидемиологиясы; Радиациялық-индукцияланған денсаулыққа зиянды 

салдарлардың эпидемиологиясы; Атом электр станциясына әсер ету 

нәтижесінде радиациядан болатын қатерлі ісіктің даму қаупі; Атом өнеркәсібі 

қызметкерлерінің арасында қатерлі ісік; Ұлыбританиядағы атом өнеркәсібі 

қызметкерлерінің арасында қатерлі ісік; Америка Құрама Штаттарындағы атом 

өнеркәсібі қызметкерлерінің арасында қатерлі ісік; Басқа елдердегі атом 

өнеркәсібі қызметкерлерінің арасында қатерлі ісік; Полиморфизм; 

Полиморфизм түрлері; Мононуклеотидті полиморфизм (SNPs); p21 гені; p21 

құрылымы және ақуыз әрекеттесуі ; р53 тәуелді р21 транскрипциясын 

индукциялау; p21 және саралау; p21 және тарату; p21 және апоптоз; р21 қатерлі 

ісік зерттеулерінде; Қорытынды; Әдебиеттер тізімі.



 
 

ABSTRACT 

 The thesis on the topic "Polymorphisms in p21 gene in the personnel of atomic 

industry" contains 40 pages of text, including 3 figures, and includes the following 

components: Introduction; Ionizing radiation; General aspects of ionizing radiation; 

Exposure to ionizing radiation; Effects of low doses of ionizing radiation; 

Epidemiology of radiation-induced non-cancerous health effects; Epidemiology of 

radiation-induced cancer health effects; Cancer risk from radiation from exposure to 

nuclear power plant; Cancer among nuclear industry workers; Cancer among nuclear 

industry workers in the United Kingdom; Cancer among nuclear industry workers in 

the United States; Cancer among nuclear industry workers in other countries; 

Polymorphism; Types of polymorphism; Single-nucleotide polymorphisms( SNPs); 

p21 gene ; p21 structure and protein interactions; P53-dependent p21 transcription 

induction; p21 and differentiation; p21 and proliferation; p21 and apoptosis; p21 in 

cancer research; Conclusion; References.
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INTRODUCTION 

 People are constantly exposed to natural radiation as well as anthropogenic 

sources of radiation. In some regions of the world, high levels of natural background 

radiation have been found, such as the southwest coast of Kerala in India, Yangjiang 

province in China, Ramsar in Iran, and Gaurapari in Brazil [1, 2]. Residents living in 

areas with a high background radiation receive a high dose during life due to chronic 

low radiation dose from the environment radioactive elements. In addition to 

terrestrial sources, cosmic radiation adds to natural radiation in our environment. 

Moreover, accidents in the nuclear power industry, including scenarios of Fukushima 

Daiichi (Japan), Chernobyl (Ukraine) and atomic bomb explosions (Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki) release radioactive materials into the environment. Man made sources of 

ionizing radiation are widely used as diagnostic tools and therapeutic agents in 

treatment of diseases. Cumulative exposure to ionizing radiation can cause harmful 

health effects leading to chronic diseases. 

 It is very important to investigate the role of ionizing radiation on human body, 

especially against deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage, because people cannot 

escape exposure to ionizing radiation in their daily activities. At that time ionizing 

radiation in diagnostics and medical devices are widespread. This increases the 

radiation dose in population [3]. Most affected population groups are radiation 

workers in hospitals, atomic industry personnel that are constantly exposed to low 

doses of ionizing radiation. 

 Radiation exposure consists of two types, high and low doses. High radiation 

doses are usually known to have an effect, including cancer induction. When exposed 

to small doses radiation is even less clear [4]. Contact with ionizing radiation on the 

human body causes many side effects, especially in cellular DNA. It is DNA damage 

different ways and overcome DNA repair action required enzymes to maintain 

integrity of the DNA. Thus, DNA repair enzymes play a role important role in 

maintaining genomic integrity and various functional DNA damage [5,6,7] 

 The p53 tumor suppressor protein is involved in the regulation of the cellular 

stress response by controlling induction of apoptosis or growth arrest in the cell cycle 

checkpoints [8,9]. In response to ionizing radiation (IR) p53 protein is activated 

through phosphorylation by various kinases caused by DNA damage, including 

ataxia, mutated telangiectasia (ATM), and DNA-dependent protein kinase [10]. The 

activated p53 protein has various downstream targets, including genes. participates in 

the regulation of the cell cycle, apoptosis, and DNA repairs. The regulation of these 

processes with p53 controls cellular response to damage caused by ionized radiation. 

p21 is a critical cell cycle checkpoint gene tightly regulated by p53. As once DNA is 

damaged by radiation, p53 binding the protein induces the transcription of the 

downstream gene p21, which stops cells from entering the S-phase [11]. 

 Many polymorphisms have been identified in TP53. At least four 

polymorphisms have been described for p21, the most studied is p21 Ser>Arg in 

codon 31 (p21 Ser31Arg, rs1801270), which is located in a very conservative gene 

region [12]. Some studies note that the Arg/Arg genotype at codon 31 in p21 is 
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associated with reducing the risk of developing the esophagus [13], endometrium 

[14] and cervical cancer [15], and a recent study found that p21 Arg/Arg genotype 

increases prostate risk cancer in the population of Taiwan [16]. 

 The aim of the research is to investigate polymorphic variants of gene p21 and 

estimate the influence of these alterations on human health. 
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1 Ionizing radiation  

1.1 General aspects of ionizing radiation  

 Radiation is defined as a physical process by which particles or 

electromagnetic waves travel through environment or space. Ionizing radiation 

consists of photon radiation (gamma rays and X-rays) or fast moving subatomic 

particles (beta particles, neutrons, etc.). Gamma rays consist of electromagnetic 

energy in the form of photons emitted by radioactive nuclides for example cesium-

137. Also, cosmic radiation is one of the sources of gamma radiation. Gamma rays 

can penetrate biological tissues and ionize atoms and molecules. Gamma rays as well 

as X-rays are commonly used for medical and technological purposes. 

 The amount of energy released by ionizing radiation in a certain mass of 

material is called the absorbed dose is measured in J/kg and the unit is Gray (Gy). 

Sedimentation energy due to ionization of atoms and molecules causes chemical 

changes. Linear energy transmission (LET) is defined as the energy per unit length 

transferred to a material when an ionizing particle/wave passes through it. It is 

measured in keV μm-1, and the value changes depending on various types of radiation 

from several keV μm-1 (diagnostic X-ray radiation) to>1000 keV for heavy 13 ions. A 

radiation track is characterized by energy releases occurring in clusters along 

trajectories of charged particles. The penetration of gamma rays into the tissue is 

significantly deeper than alpha particles [17]. Energy deposition and subsequent 

damage induced by gamma radiation spreads through the tissue, while alpha particles 

settle more energy along its path causing high local damage. 

 1.2 Effects of ionizing radiation  

 Energy releases ionization products along the path in a random manner. They 

interact with other molecules, causing damage/modification of all molecular 

components such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), proteins and lipids [18]. Direct 

radiation damage is caused by direct ionization of DNA when a lane crosses DNA 

strand, which in this case can lead to single or double strand breaks (DSB) [19]. 

Indirect DNA damage is mediated by the emission of free radicals in the 

environment, which diffuse into DNA and react locally [20, 21]. 

 Ionizing radiation can cause several types of DNA damage, including single 

strand breaks and DSB, base damage, base loss, and more complex combinations 

(also called locally multiple damaged areas) [17]. The severity of the lesions depends 

on the energy consumption in time and space radiation. Most of the radiation effects 

with low LET arise indirectly from the production of free radicals, while radiation 

with a high LET causes a higher ionization and excitation density (direct effect) along 

the track, causing multiple damage to DNA regions [22, 23]. DNA damage is 

repaired using specific repair mechanisms, including excisional base repair, mismatch 

repair, excisional nucleotide repair, and DSB repair [24]. 

 Among DNA damage, DSBs are considered the most biologically important as 

possible. The cell contains a lethal [25] and two different mechanisms for repairing 

double-strand breaks: homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end 
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joining (NHEJ) [26]. HR is considered an accurate repair mechanism by copying 

information from an intact homologous double strand of DNA. In contrast, NHEJ 

does not use sequence homology and is error prone. Damage to the bases and sugars 

also leads to rupture of the strands, all which violate the structural integrity of DNA. 

These modified warp and single strand breaks are recognized and restored by the 

process of excisional repair of the base [27]. Loyalty and speed of the repair depends 

on the complexity of the radiation damage [22, 28]. Erroneous DNA Recovery can 

lead to mutations, neoplastic transformation, premature aging and cell death [28, 29]. 

 In addition, a wide range of molecular mechanisms also suggests that 

understand radiation effects. At the level of the body, radiation caused a long-term 

effect that can be systemic at least in a special part due to the actions of cytokines, 

chemokines, continuous formation of free radicals [30], modification of proteins [18], 

non-coding RNA regulation [31] and other local mediators released from damaged 

cells that lead to changes in surrounding cells [32]. However, complete 

cellular/molecular the mechanism of the effect of radiation on cells or tissues is not 

fully understood. 

 1.3 Influence of low doses of ionizing radiation 

 Harm to the DNA is considered the most starting occasion by which radiation 

causes neoplastic advancement. The carcinogenic impact is caused either by 

coordinate interaction with ionizing particles or through the activity of free radicals 

or other chemical items. There is a prove that harm to the DNA caused by ionizing 

radiation comes about within the acceptance of a carcinogenic prepare and the critical 

damage is gathered to be a twofold strand break within the DNA helix. A harmed cell 

could either be constrained to program cell passing (apoptosis) or the DNA might be 

repaired. However, if the repair instruments are falling flat, or the repair is deficient 

the acceptance of a tumor may begin. 

 To decipher the cell reaction to moo measurements rate ionizing radiation these 

entities ought to be characterized. The UNSCEAR has covered this point in prior 

documents [33, 34]as well as within the most recent report [35]. Different physical 

models have been developed evaluating dose-response connections and 

microdosimetric contentions for characterizing low doses are based on factual 

contemplations of autonomous radiation tracks inside cells or cores. The definition of 

moo measurements may too be based on coordinate perceptions in experimental or 

epidemiological ponders. Through estimation of cell harm or death using human 

lymphocytes, straight and quadratic terms have been fitted the reaction and low 

measurements have been judged to be 20-40 mSv. Creature considers, primarily 

utilizing mice, studying acceptance of strong tumors and leukemia at distinctive 

dosage rates of moo LET radiation have to be utilized and a measurements rate of 0.1 

Gy min-1 has been proposed as a low dose rate in any case of add up to measurements 

[34]. 
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 Information inferred from epidemiological ponders, mainly the nuclear bomb 

survivors, proposes that for strong tumors and leukemia, 200 mSv could be 

considered the upper restrain for moo dosage presentation [35].  

 There are a few robotic models taking cellular repair, change, survival, energy 

statement, cellular and track structures, into thought [35]. These models give 

quantitative gauges of accessible information sets and well as testing their legitimacy. 

Mechanistic models have so distant not been connected in radiation assurance.

 On the premise of physical and organic information the UNSCEAR committee 

concluded in their 1993 report [34] that a dosage and dosage rate adequacy figure 

(DDREF) ought to be applied when surveying cancer chance at moo dosages or 

measurements rates. The limits were dosages underneath 200 mSv (in any case of 

dosage rate) or when the dosage rate is lower than 0.1 mSv min-1, whatever the entire 

measurements. It was suggested that for tumor acceptance, the DDREF should be on 

the secure side “probably no more than 3”. For high LET it appears to be little or no 

impact on the cancer dangers of measurements fractionation or measurements rate at 

moo to intermediate doses. No DDREF was in this manner proposed for high LET 

radiation. A discussion on dose rates was not given within the most recent 

UNSCEAR report [35]. 

 The direct no-threshold show has continuously created amid the around 100 

years that has passed since the primary revelation of the carcinogenic impact of 

ionizing radiation in 1902 [36]. Previous to Second World War radiation assurance 

was based on the presumption of a “tolerance dose” under which no evident damage 

was measured [37]. In light of the emerging impacts seen within the nuclear bomb 

survivors, the concept of a limit was desert, and the current conviction is that 

exposure to ionizing radiation, no matter how little, carries a hazard of hindrance with 

the hazard being proportional to the dosage amassed. 

 There has been broad talk about as to the shape of the measurement’s reaction 

bend at doses below levels where impacts can be measured. It has been hypothesized 

that by exposing cells to a more measurement of ionizing radiation would make them 

less helpless to an afterward high dose presentation. Creature thinks about have 

appeared drawn out inactivity periods for leukemia [38] and more productive DNA 

repair [39] in mice already uncovered to an adjusting dose compared to those not pre-

irradiated. Indeed, a useful impact of moo dosage of ionizing radiation, named 

hormesis, has been examined and the conviction is that metabolic23 detoxification 

and cell repair benefits from measurements within the run of 1-50 mSv [40], [41]. It 

has indeed been recommended that nuclear bomb survivors have had a useful impact 

of the exposure to ionizing radiation [42]. The hormesis theory is captivating, 

particularly in the light of the versatile reaction discoveries, but information must still 

be considered uncertain. 

 1.4 Epidemiology of radiation-induced non-cancerous health effects 

 Epidemiological research data highlights that cancer is a major danger for 

human health caused by ionizing radiation in the range of low and medium doses. 

Recently, accumulation data is showing that the risk of non-cancerous diseases such 
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as cardiovascular disease (CVD), cataracts, respiratory and digestive diseases, etc. are 

also greatly aggravated by radiation [43, 44]. 

 Life expectancy studies of atomic bomb survivors in Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

show that these populations are at increased risk of non-cancerous diseases [45, 46, 

47]. The dose-response relationship for the risk of solid cancer appears to be linear up 

to 100 mGy [48], but much less is known about the shape of the dose-response curve 

for non-cancerous effects. It has been suggested that non-cancerous diseases caused 

by radiation may many decades develop after exposure to radiation [49]. 

Cardiovascular disease, especially heart disease and stroke are the main types of non-

cancer effects in Japanese A-bomb survivors, with a significantly increased risk at 

doses above 0.5 Gy [50]. 

 Due to the increased use of radiation in diagnostic or professional situations, 

the number of people exposed to radiation is increasing. In the context of radiation 

therapy, increased risk non-cancerous effects have been observed after radiation 

therapy for breast cancer [51], peptic ulcers [52] and Hodgkin's disease [53]. In 

addition, cohort studies of occupational exposure workers show an increased risk of 

dying from diseases of the circulatory system [54], as has been shown for workers at 

PA Mayak exposed to chronic exposure [55,56]. However, studies of chronic chronic 

circulatory diseases caused by low doses of radiation diseases are still elusive. More 

data on the biological effects of chronic doses and various dose rates are also needed 

to assess the risk of adverse health effects during space travel [57,58]. 

 1.5 Epidemiology of radiation-induced cancerous health effects 

 The carcinogenic effects of ionizing radiation are late effects that occur with a 

probability that depends on the radiation dose. The cancer risk associated with low 

radiation doses has become an important component of radiation protection and has 

raised public and public safety concerns with a variety of issues such as medical 

imaging tests for early detection of lesions, the future of nuclear power, and 

environmental radiation. Exposure to terrestrial radon, radioactive fallout from 

nuclear weapons testing, radiological terrorism, and human space exploration. For 

example, most radiological surveys produce doses in the 3–30 mSv range. It is 

obvious that high doses of ionizing radiation (> 100 mSv) increase the risk of cancer 

[59], while at lower doses the situation is much less clear. Epidemiological studies 

show that the lowest dose of ionizing radiation at which there is strong evidence of an 

increased risk of cancer in humans is ≈10–50 mSv for acute exposure [60] and ≈50–

100 mSv for long-term exposure [61]. 

 Large epidemiological studies are needed to obtain the required degree of 

accuracy for estimating the risk of low dose radiation. For example, if excess cancer 

deaths were reported in a sample of 500 in response to a dose of 1000 mSv, then a 

sample size of 50,000 would be required to document a carcinogenic effect of 100 

mSv and ≈5 million for a dose of 10 mSv. To put it another way, the sample size 

must increase as the inverse square of the dose to maintain statistical accuracy and 

power [62]. 
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 Data from atomic bomb survivors show that acute exposure to ionizing 

radiation increases cancer mortality across a wide range of tumor types typical of this 

spectrum observed in the population [63]. Types of tissues that contribute to the 

overall cancer risk seen with low linear energy transfer (LET) radiation exposure 

including lungs, colon, chest, stomach, cancer of the liver, brain, ovaries, esophagus, 

and bladder; and several types of leukemia, including acute lymphocytic leukemia, 

acute myeloid leukemia, and chronic myeloid leukemia [64, 65, 66]. It is not fully 

established whether the same spectrum of tumors will occur for high LET radiation as 

well as for low LET radiation, although the results are not yet demonstrated new 

types of tumors generated by HZE ions compared with tumors with low LET [63, 

67]. However, evidence suggests that HZE ions can cause cancer with unique 

characteristics compared to cancer caused by low LET, with differences in morbidity 

and latency, and malignant potential.  There may also be a distinct emission quality 

effects for HZE ions in terms of cytogenetic and molecular subtype of induced 

swelling, all factors that may affect observation, progression, treatment and, 

ultimately result. Further research is needed to fully understand these differences. 

Relative biological effectiveness factors (RBE) describe the dose-to-dose ratio of 

high LET radiation, X-rays, or gamma rays, which produce identical biological 

effects. In general, RBE values observed for solid cancer caused by HZE particles are 

high. However, these values, like those seen in neutron-exposed mice are highly 

dependent on tissue type and genetic animal background. In contrast, RBE values 

observed in leukemia are close to unity, which may indicate that the mechanisms 

underlying tumor induction of leukemia are different from those who control the 

formation of solid tumors [67, 68, 69]. A detailed review and discussion of animal 

carcinogenesis studies with HZE ions can be found in recently published articles [63, 

67].  

 1.6 Cancer risk from radiation from exposures to nuclear power plant                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 The mishap at Reactor 4 of the Chernobyl thermal energy station on April 16, 

1986 prompted arrival of a lot of radioactive isotopes into the environment. Thyroid 

portions to youngsters up to a few grays have been assessed for the spaces 

neighboring the plant. Low admission of iodine in the eating routine and absence of 

prophylactic iodine expanded the thyroid dosages. A striking expansion in youth 

thyroid malignancy has happened in Ukraine and Belarus starting in 1990-91. An 

increment was accounted for in the quantity of thyroid malignant growth cases 

analyzed among youngsters in Belarus from short of what one every year to in excess 

of 50 cases yearly by 1991 with a consistent increment through 1994. By late 1994, 

the complete number of thyroid malignant growths in Belarus was more than 300. 

The tumors were solely of the papillary kind and kids 0-5 years old at openness 

displayed the best expansion in hazard. The most elevated occurrence rates in Belarus 

have been accounted for in the most intensely influenced locales, however an 

unmistakable increment has likewise been accounted for in zones with low thyroid 

portions. 
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 In the most vigorously influenced territories in Ukraine, a middle thyroid 

portion over 1 Gy furthermore, a more than 100-overlap expansion in rate has been 

accounted for. At bite the dust public level, the occurrence is five to multiple times 

the preaccident level. In excess of 200 cases had been distinguished by the late 1996. 

In the most intensely sullied zones, the increment has been much more articulated. As 

in Belarus, the tumors have been transcendently of the papillary sort and the 

expansion has been  most noteworthy in kids 0-4 years old at the hour of the mishap. 

An abundance relative hazard gauge of 3.8 (95% CI 2.7-4.9) has been determined. An 

increment has likewise been accounted for in the Bryansk and Kaluga locales in the 

southwestern Russia. 

 Worry about conceivable overdiagnosis because of extreme screening 

endeavors has been communicated. Investigation of mortality could be used to 

determine the inquiry, however passings brought about by youth thyroid disease are 

uncommon. Despite the fact that around a large portion of the cases have been 

identified at an asymptomatic stage, most have been intrusive and just a little extent 

of the cases have been little enough to be viewed as inactive. The vast majority of the 

expansion has likewise happened in the vigorously polluted districts furthermore, is 

restricted to youngsters brought into the world preceding the mishap. Presently it 

creates the impression that even despite the fact that the expansion is out of the blue 

early and enormous, the plague of adolescence thyroid malignant growth is identified 

with openness to radioactive iodines. 

 Hazard gauges for youth thyroid malignant growth are hard to build because of 

absence of definite openness data. Most importantly, very little is as of now thought 

about openness to fleeting iodine isotopes and interior openness to radioiodine. The 

hazard seems higher than that saw among youngsters and youths given radioiodine 

for clinical purposes. It looks like, in any case, the danger gauges announced among 

kids from outside radiation from Hiroshima and Nagasaki and investigations of kids 

with radiotherapy. 

 No reasonable expansion in leukemia frequency has been seen in Belarus 

following the Chernobyl mishap. A sluggish consistent increment appears to have 

proceeded since mid 1980s till 1993. No unmistakable increment was noticed among 

kids, however some sign of an expansion was accounted for in the most seasoned 

agegroups. This might be an opportunity finding, in light of the fact that the rates are 

like other Eastern  

European nations. The rates in the most defiled locales didn't contrast from those of 

different pieces of the country. The challenges in dosimetry and absence of existing 

disease and populace vaults limit the opportunities for research in Belarus and 

Ukraine. With further development, case-control studies may give more data for 

hazard assessment purposes. 

 In the European Childhood Leukemia Incidence Study, no relationship 

between's the Chernobyl and youth leukemia has been seen in 23 European nations; 

nonetheless, the portions are exceptionally low and openness estimates rough. 

 The occurrence of youth leukemia corresponding to Chernobyl aftermath was 

assessed in an investigation led in focal Sweden. Openness appraisal depended on an 
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airborne review of gamma radiation portion rates. No expansion in the most intensely 

influenced zones (with cesium-134 defilement >10 kBq per m2) was noticed 

contrasted with the period prior with the mishap (RR 0.9,95% CI 0.6-1.4) or with the 

less uncovered zones after the Chernobyl mishap (OR 0.9, 95% CI 0.7-1.3). No 

certain pattern was related with level of aftermath; the only sign of conceivable 

impact was in the subgroup investigation of intense lymphoblastic leukemia among 

youngsters 0-5 years old (OR 1.5, 95% CI 0.8-2.6) when contrasting danger in the 

uncovered region when the mishap. This finding depended on cases happening during 

1986-1988, for example soon after the mishap. No expansion in youth intense 

lymphatic leukemia or mind disease identified with the Chernobyl aftermath was 

found in an investigation contrasting rate rates prior and then afterward Chernobyl in 

three zones with different degrees of openness in focal Sweden. 

 No relationship between Chernobyl aftermath and frequency of youth leukemia 

was revealed in a Greek report. The nation was isolated into 17 zones dependent on 

estimation of cesium-137 action in 1,200 surface soil tests with the most elevated 

levels coming to 3000 Bq per kg. Foundation radiation was moreover considered. 

Rate information were gotten by audit of clinic releases. No unmistakable impact of 

aftermath was seen between July 1988 and June 1991 (supreme hazard gauge 

0.2/1000 Bq kg"1 per 100,000 man years, 95% CI - 30, +32). The legitimacy of the 

medical clinic release information was not assessed, yet occurrence shifted by a 

factor of five across areas and time. 

 In a new report from Greece, a multiplying of the newborn child leukemia 

rate(analyzed during the principal year of life) was accounted for the companion of 

kids conceived following the Chernobyl mishap. Greece was partitioned into three 

zones by aftermath level. No abundance was noticed for zones with aftermath 

underneath 100 Bq kg'1 soil, however a measurably huge increment was seen in 

additional vigorously tainted zones. Overabundance hazard vanished after the age of 

one year. The finding depended on eight additional cases in an accomplice of in 

excess of 160,000 kids. 

 More complete enlistment could represent a portion of the overabundance. The 

mean portion was assessed as 2 mSv, for example tiny to represent a multiplying of 

hazard. Applying this danger gauge to everyone recommends that radiation openness 

from characteristic sources could represent up to 80% of baby leukemia. The fleeting 

example of hazard is likewise unforeseen: in many examinations, overabundance 

hazard of leukemia seems two to four years after the openness and continues for 10-

15 years. 

 Various unpublished, only bad examinations on the impacts of Chernobyl 

aftermath on hazard of leukemia and thyroid malignant growth from various 

European nations were introduced in a new audit. Up until this point, the only 

obvious sign of an increment in malignant growth identified with the Chernobyl 

mishap has been an increment in youth thyroid malignant growth in the spaces near 

the mishap site. In the event that the future investigations on youth leukemia here turn 

out regrettable, thyroid malignant growth will most likely stay the lone affirmed 

impact. 
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 1.7 Cancer among atomic industry workers 

1.7.1 Cancer among atomic industry workers in the United Kingdom 

 Mortality among 14,000 laborers of the Sellafield reprocessing plant during 

1947- 1986 was researched in an accomplice study. The mean length of follow-up 

was 26 years and the fulfillment of follow-up was 99%. The mean total portion 

comparable was 90 mSv per laborer, for example the most elevated of the associates 

contemplated. This is to a great extent because of the feet that the office had been 

working through the early times of the atomic business, when the radiation security 

guidelines were not at the current level. The general disease mortality was similar to 

that of everyone (SMR 0.96, 95% CI 0.90-1.03) and that of the Cumbria locale. 

Disease occurrence was somewhat underneath the normal level (SIR 0.90, 95% CI 

0.83-0.97). Overabundance mortality from thyroid disease (SIR 3.3 dependent on six 

cases) and malignant growth of the pleura (SIR 3.5 dependent on six cases) was 

noticed. An expansion in the hazard of not well characterized and optional diseases 

was additionally detailed, however the overabundances were adjusted by a huge 

shortfall in mortality from three sorts of malignant growth (larynx,lung and liver). 

The lone disease site with an expanded rate was malignant growth of the throat. 

Twelve passings happened from leukemia (barring CLL) and an ERR gauge of 14 for 

every Sv was acquired (90% CI 2-71) for non-CLL leukemia and 0.1 (90% CI - 0.4, 

+0.8) for different diseases. The discoveries from a previous report in regards to 

expanded dangers for bladder malignancy and various myeloma with the radiation 

portion couldn't be affirmed. 

 In perhaps the biggest investigation on disease hazard from radiation, an 

associate of around 95,000 subjects working with thermal power creation, atomic fuel 

cycle or creation of nuclear weapons were distinguished from the UK National Vault 

for Radiation Workers. The beginning date of follow-up for representatives of 

different foundations went from 1976 to 19S3, and the end date was the finish of 

1988. The endpoint was mortality from disease. More than 1,800 passings from 

malignancy were noticed, of which 45 were from non-CLL leukemia. The mean 

lifetime radiation portion identical was 34 mSv. The most noteworthy mean portion 

was noticed for Sellafield laborers (93 mSv) who established portion of all the 

specialists with a combined portion over 100 mSv. Data was just accessible with 

respect to radiation. The openness was slacked by two years for the investigation of 

leukemia, and a slack regularly years was utilized for different diseases. A similar 

number of follow-up years was likewise avoided from the examination. For all 

diseases, no critical relationship with the radiation portion was noticed (ERR 0.5 per 

Sv, 90% CI - 0.1 to +1.2). A measurably critical affiliation was identified for 

leukemia (barring CLL) with ERR 4.38 per Sv (90% CI 0.40-13.58). A raised danger 

was too noticed for various myeloma, however the finding didn't achieve factual 

importance (Blunder 6.9 per Sv, 90% CI - 0.0 to +46). An expanded danger of 

thyroid malignant growth was seen among radiation laborers (SMR 2.14 unlagged 
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and 3.03 slacked), yet it was not fundamentally connected with the outside radiation 

portion (ERR 1.05, 90% CI - 1.12 to +12.25). A portion subordinate abundance of 

badly characterized and optional neoplasms was likewise revealed. The lifetime 

hazard was assessed as 10% per Sv for all malignant growths and 0.76% for leukemia 

barring CLL. The ERR gauge for both leukemia and all malignant growths was very 

well as per consequences of the nuclear bomb survivor contemplates, despite the fact 

that the mistake edges were wide. Albeit the lifetime hazards were around twice as 

extensive as those announced from Hiroshima also, Nagasaki, the certainty spans 

were adequately wide to oblige a scope of qualities from no overabundance hazard to 

multiple times the qualities given by the nuclear bomb survivor considers. 

 A partner investigation of the almost 40,000 workers of the UK Atomic Energy 

Authority during 1946-1986 surveyed disease mortality. The mean length of follow-

up was 22 years and the mean aggregate portion comparable was 40 mSv. The 

culmination of follow-up was 99.7% with a sum of 1,506 disease. The generally 

SMR adapted to financial status was 0.78 and for every harmful neoplasm 0.80. The 

SMR for non-CLL leukemia was 1.2 dependent on 48 cases. A measurably huge 

relationship between the radiation portion (slacked 10 years) and the disease hazard 

was noticed uniquely for the female cellular breakdown in the lungs and uterine 

malignancy. A negative, non-huge pattern was noticed for leukemia with an ERR 

gauge of - 4.2 per Sv (95% CI - 5.7, +2.6). Laborers checked for interior tainting 

showed an expanded danger of uterine just as poorly characterized and optional 

tumors contrasted and those not checked. The danger of prostate disease additionally 

expanded with the radiation portion among men checked for radionuclides; 

nonetheless, the relationship was no longer measurably huge in the wake of slacking 

of openness by 10 years.  

 A case-control investigation of prostate disease among representatives of the 

UK Atomic Energy Authority included 136 cases and 404 coordinated with controls 

from the equivalent word related associate. Inward defilement by or work in a climate 

possibly debased by tritium, chromium-51, iron-59, cobalt-60, or zinc-65 was related 

with an expanded danger of prostate malignancy. The chances proportion related with 

real or possible pollution with any of the five radionuclides was 2.4 (95% CI 1.3-4.4). 

Of the particular radionuclides, the most serious danger was related with openness to 

tritium and iron-59. The danger expanded with term of work in a conceivably 

polluted climate. Openness to these radionuclides would in general be concurrent and 

was exceptional. Little is thought about their take-up and radiobiology. Outside 

radiation openness was additionally connected with an expanded hazard of prostate 

malignancy, yet not other physical or compound components including 

nonradioactive metals. 

 A joined investigation of three UK atomic industry specialist associates 

included 75,000 representatives, who had started work somewhere in the range of 

1946 and 1988. Of these, 40,000 had at any point been observed for radiation 

openings, and the rest framed an unexposed control bunch. The mean length of 

follow-up was 24 years. A slack of two years for leukemia and ten years for different 

diseases was utilized. A sum of 1,884 passings from malignancy were noticed, 
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including  92 of leukemia. The mean combined portion identical was 57 mSv. Data 

on friendly class was gotten also, utilized in change for potential jumbling. Mortality 

from all diseases was not expanded among checked specialists contrasted and 

different laborers (RR 1.0, 95% CI 0.9-1.0). Of the particular disease destinations, an 

altogether expanded danger among checked laborers was just noticed for diseases of 

the pleura (RR 7.1, 95% CI 1.6-43) and the uterus (RR 3.0, 95% CI 1.6-5.9). For 

leukemia, no huge increment was accounted for (RR 1.2, 95% CI 0.7-2.0). A 

measurably huge relationship between combined portion and leukemia (paying little 

mind to avoidance or consideration of CLL), skin malignant growth (counting 

melanoma) just as poorly characterized and optional neoplasms. The ERR of 

leukemia (barring CLL) was 4.2 per Sv (95% CI 0.4-13) and the gauge for different 

diseases was 0.0 (- 0.5 to +0.6). The outcomes for leukemia are dominatingly 

founded on the Sellafield associate, with a negative pattern by total portion for 

different foundations. The outcomes are basically the same as those revealed by, 

which depends on the considerably covering material (with the examination via 

Carpenter et al. having marginally more modest investigation populace, however 

generously longer development). 

 A later report of a similar associate applied the danger model for leukemia 

(barring CLL) from BEIR V to the atomic business laborer study. The BEIR V model 

is a general danger model dependent on information from Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

just as from the ankylosing spondylitis study. The primary distinction to the past 

report was weighting of the radiation dosages by age at openness and time since 

openness, as opposed to utilizing the noticed upsides of openness. In the BEIR V 

model, the danger per unit openness is most noteworthy at youthful age and decays 

with time after openness and the example of decay is likewise subject to the age at 

openness. The danger gauge gotten was like that got from the nuclear bomb survivor 

information in BEIR V (the proportion of noticed ERR per Sv to the BEIR V gauge 

1.3, 90% CI - 0.2 to +4.5). A marginally closer similarity to the UNSCEAR 1988 

assessments and the sky is the limit from there slender certainty spans were acquired 

(experimental gauge comparative with that revealed in UNSCEAR 1988 1.1, 90% CI 

0.2-3.1), when the UNSCEAR approach was utilized. 

 Mortality of representatives of the UK Atomic Weapons Establishment was 

evaluated in a companion investigation of 22,500 laborers utilized since 1951. The 

subjects were finished up 1982 with culmination of over 99%. The mean length of 

follow-up was 19 years and the middle total entire body portion was assessed as 1.4 

mSv (mean 7.8 mSv). A huge shortfall in both in general mortality (SMR 0.79) and 

disease mortality (SMR 0.84) was noticed adapted to financial monetary status. No 

pattern was obvious in malignant growth mortality by term of business or year of 

enlistment. No overabundance was accounted for of any explicit kind of malignancy, 

however a diminished danger was seen of stomach, lung, and cerebrum diseases 

among radiation laborers, and furthermore of rectal and bladder malignant growths 

among all representatives. Workers with a total portion of 10 mSv or more showed an 

abundance of disease mortality contrasted and radiation laborers with more modest 

portions (RR 1.5). A portion reaction was accounted for all malignancies, and for 
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cellular breakdown in the lungs,just as for respiratory illnesses. The assessed ERR 

per 10 mSv was 7.6% (95% CI 0.4%-15.3%) for all malignancies. No genuinely 

critical overabundance of a particular malignant growth type was accounted for 4,742 

laborers observed for inside pollution with any radionuclide contrasted and 

everybody or workers checked for outside radiation, yet not for interior tainting. An 

abundance of prostate malignancy (RR 1.7, CI not announced), in any case, happened 

among laborers checked for uranium openness and of kidney malignancy among 

those observed for polonium openness. An affiliation was noted between the outer 

and inside openings, making it hard to separate between their belongings. 

 1.7.2 Cancer among atomic industry workers in the United States 

 The most recent report of the partner investigation of malignant growth 

mortality among laborers at the Hanford she expands the development from 1945 

through 1986 [93]. The companion comprises of just about 45,000 people (of whom 

37,000 have been observed for radiation openness) with the mean aggregate radiation 

portion likeness 23 mSv. Information on financial status was acquired from a 

registration furthermore, utilized for change. The quantity of malignant growth 

passings was 2,195, including 80 from leukemia. Fulfillment of follow-up was 

assessed to be 97%. A slack of two a long time was utilized for investigation of 

leukemia mortality and a ten-year slack for other tumors. The SMR for all 

malignancies was 0.86 for all laborers. No measurably huge increment was noticed 

for checked specialists in any of the 30 disease types announced. A positive portion 

reaction design was accounted for various myeloma, Hodgkin's infection, and 

pancreatic disease, which are not normally respected as the malignant growths most 

promptly incited by radiation. The ERE. gauge for leukemia was - 1.1 per Sv (upper 

90% certainty limit +1.9 per Sv) and for all malignant growths but leukemia 0.0 per 

Sv (upper certainty limit +1.0 per Sv). When no change for financial status was 

utilized, the danger gauge for all diseases was bigger (0.4 per Sv), demonstrating 

positive bewildering. This is one of the biggest concentrates with information of good 

quality and sound technique. The uncertain and fairly astounding outcomes outline 

the troubles in investigations of low-dose radiation. 

 An accomplice study inspected mortality from 1947 through 1990 among more 

than 15,000 white men utilized at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, an atomic 

innovative work office in the US [94]. The mean length of follow-up was 29 years 

and culmination of follow-up 94%. An aggregate of 3,196 passings happened, of 

which 732 were from malignant growth. Radiation openness was observed from film 

identifications and plutonium statement from pee examination.  The SMR for the 

whole accomplice was underneath solidarity for most disease locales and no 

measurably critical increments were noticed. Among laborers with a plutonium 

weight of 74 Bq or more, no measurably critical increments were seen in any disease 

type contrasted and those with lower openings. Some sign was obvious, in any case, 

of an increment of cellular breakdown in the lungs (RR 1.8, 96% CI 0.8-4.0 

dependent on eight cases) and bone malignancy (one uncovered case, none among 

unexposed). In the examination of outside portions, a measurably huge expanding 
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pattern was seen of malignancies of the throat (seven cases) and cerebrum (12 cases) 

just as Hodgkin's infection (five cases), which is fairly unforeseen in light of the fact 

that relationship with radiation openness has seldom been accounted for the last two 

sorts of disease. At the point when people with a plutonium affidavit of 74 Bq or 

more were rejected, a critical pattern by portion was likewise noted in kidney 

malignancy (12 cases) and lymphatic leukemia (four cases).  

The examination depended on a huge material that was suitably investigated and 

obviously introduced. It was one of only a handful few wellsprings of data on the 

wellbeing impacts of plutonium openness. 

 A partner investigation of malignancy mortality has been directed among 4,400 

male laborers of the Mound Facility in the US delivering polonium-210 from 1942 

through 1972 [95]. The subjects were followed up until the finish of 1993, and the 

fulfillment of follow-up was 96%. SMRs were determined, utilizing both US public 

and Ohio state age, sex, and period-explicit death rates. Polonium openness was 

checked from pee tests. The yearly kidney dosages (as a proxy for delicate tissue 

portion) with slacking by two years were assessed utilizing a model dependent on 

ICRP suggestions. In general, no huge increments of any sort of disease were 

accounted for and no reasonable portion reaction connection between polonium 

portion and mortality from a malignancy was set up. 

 A little associate investigation of mortality among 995 white male laborers at a 

uraniumprocessing production line somewhere in the range of 1943 and 1949 has 

been led. Radiation openness was evaluated dependent on air focuses, surface tainting 

and pee examination. Potential yearly lung portions were assessed. In light of the 

outcomes, the laborers were assembled into three classes (0-9 mSv, 10-100 mSv, and 

>100 mSv). They were followed up until the finish of 1979 with the culmination of 

follow-up of 94%. Reason for death was gotten from death testaments, and a sum of 

429 passings occured, 74 of which were from malignancy. By and large mortality 

was marginally higher than in everyone (contrasted and public and region explicit 

reference rates). 

 An accomplice study explored the mortality of laborers at the United Nuclear 

Partnership atomic powers creation plant in Connecticut. Imperative status was 

determined from both Social Security Administration and Connecticut mortality 

records and six percent of the examination populace were lost to follow-up. 

Moreover, disease rate information were gotten from the Connecticut Tumor Registry 

with the mean length of follow-up was 12 years. The vast majority of the laborers 

(80%) were not observed for radiation openness. Both in general mortality also, 

mortality from all malignant growths were beneath the Connecticut state rates (SMRs 

0.82 what's more, 0.90 separately). No measurably altogether expanded death rates 

were noticed for any malignant growth she. Malignancy occurrence was additionally 

equivalent to that seen in Connecticut when all is said in done (SIR 0.85). Genuinely 

critical abundances of mind tumors (SIR 2.7 dependent on eight cases) and uterine 

disease (SIR 3.2 dependent on five cases) were noticed. Some sign of raised danger 

of leukemia was additionally discovered (SIR 2.0 dependent on three cases). The 

general disease occurrence and mortality inside the gathering of laborers with 
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estimated radiation openness didn't vary from those without such openness, yet the 

frequency of mind tumors or uterine malignant growth among mis gathering was not 

detailed. 

 Mortality in the Savannah River atomic powers creation office labor force 

during 1952-1980 was surveyed in an associate report. An aggregate of 9,860 

laborers satisfied the consideration measures, and 94% of them were effectively 

followed up through the Social Security Administration. The mean length of follow-

up was 25 years and passing endorsements were acquired for 97% of the expired 

specialists. It was assessed that 85% of the radiation openings were from outer 

gamma radiation and the rest of inward defilement mostly with tritium, uranium and 

transuranics; notwithstanding, no individual portion records were accessible for the 

examination. Mortality from both all causes and all malignant growths was 

marginally lower than the public rates (SMRs 0.75 and 0.74).Mortality from 

leukemia was somewhat above the normal level (SMR 1.5 dependent on 18 cases), 

yet the finding was most certainly not measurably critical. Mortality from different 

kinds of disease was comparative or beneath the public rates. 

 Mortality among workers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, a US Division 

of Energy innovative work office, somewhere in the range of 1943 and 1972 (N 

8,318) was dissected in an accomplice study. The openness evaluation depended on 

close to home dosimeters that were utilized all through the examination that is all. 

The middle portion was 1.4 mSv and the mean 17 mSv. The most noteworthy yearly 

mean portions were gotten preceding 1960. The total portion was 100 mSv or more 

for 3.8% of the specialists. The development for fundamental status depended on 

business records and Social Security Administration and covered the years through 

1984 with a culmination of 92%. An aggregate of 1,524 passings were noticed 

counting 346 passings from disease, and demise authentications were accessible for 

98% of them. In general mortality was beneath the normal level (SMR 0.74, 95% CI 

0.71-0.78) as was in general malignant growth mortality (SMR 0.79, 95% CI 0.71-

0.88). Of the explicit disease types, just mortality from leukemia was genuinely 

essentially expanded dependent on 28 passings (SMR 1.63, 95% CI 1.08-2.35). 

Leukemia mortality was considerably higher among laborers observed for inner 

pollution (16 passings noticed, SMR 2.23,95% CI 1.27-3.62). The ERR gauge for 

leukemia was 6.88 per Sv (slacked by 10 years and adapted to age and associate). In a 

later paper, the conceivable impact of choice inclination and puzzling was surveyed. 

Change for span of work in each work classification had little impact on the radiation 

hazard gauges, while change for possible openness to beryllium, lead also, mercury 

created just little changes in the outcomes. 

 An investigation of 28,000 laborers associated with improvement of the 

nuclear bomb at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory during World War II has been 

distributed. Laborers from a few plants (X-10, TEC [also known as Y-12], and K25) 

were incorporated, however no portion history was accessible for portion reaction 

examination. No clear increment was seen in mortality from all malignant growths 

(SMR l.OS), cellular breakdown in the lungs (SMR 1.27), or leukemia (SMR 1.13 

dependent on 92 noticed cases) contrasted and the overall US populace. Laborers 
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with radiation openness had somewhat, yet not fundamentally higher death rates from 

malignant growth contrasted and their unexposed associates (RR 1.09, 95% CI 0.99-

1.20). 

 Malignancy mortality during 1947-1979 among 6,781 specialists at an atomic 

materials creation plant Y-12 at the Oak Ridge site was considered. The specialists 

were presented basically to alpha and gamma radiation from uranium. The follow-up 

was fruitful for 97% of the subjects, albeit the mean length of follow-up and the mean 

radiation portion were not detailed, nor the mean radiation portion. The reasons for 

death were acquired from the National Death Index. In general malignant growth 

mortality was indistinguishable with public rates (SMR 1.0, 95% CI 0.9-1.1). A 

genuinely huge overabundance was noted of cellular breakdown in the lungs (SMR 

1.2, 95% CI 1.0-1.3), however not of leukemia (SMR 0.6, 95% CI 0.3-1.1) or some 

other malignant growth. No portion reaction investigations were directed, yet the 

cellular breakdown in the lungs hazard was raised primarily for those laborers 

originally utilized during 1947-1954 and was most articulated for the subsequent 

years 10-29 since first work. No unmistakable connection between's the danger and 

the length of work or schedule year was noticed. Notwithstanding radiation, a portion 

of the specialists were likewise presented to beryllium, which may have added to the 

overabundance of cellular breakdown in the lungs. 

 Malignancy mortality was surveyed among 18,868 men utilized at the Y-12 

uranium preparing plant at Oak Ridge during the 1940's. Demise endorsements were 

gotten from the Social Security Administration; those not discovered were thought to 

be alive. The fulfillment of this method was assessed as 92-94% and the mean length 

of follow-up was 26 years. Data on air centralization of uranium was accessible; also, 

uranium levels in pee had been resolved from an example of 1,000 specialists. A sum 

of 886 malignant growth passings were seen with the general malignancy mortality 

marginally beneath the public rates (SMR 0.9, 95% CI 0.8-0.9). No unmistakable 

increment was noticed for any individual malignant growth site, albeit an expanded 

danger of cellular breakdown in the lungs was proposed (SMR 1.09, 95% CI 1.0-1.2). 

For laborers presented to the most noteworthy air uranium focuses, no unmistakable 

expansions in malignancy hazard were noticed, yet SMRs above solidarity were 

noted for buccal depression, bone, and skin malignant growths dependent on a couple 

of cases. 

 A case-control investigation of focal sensory system malignant growths was 

led inside the Y-12 and ORNL resources of Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The 

cases included 89 representatives of these resources who as per demise 

authentications had passed on of CNS malignancies. Four controls were chosen for 

each case coordinated for age, sex, race, office, and start of work. The impact of 

outside radiation was investigated among 27 cases and 90 controls observed with film 

identifications. None of the cases and six controls showed a combined portion above 

50 mSv and no reasonable affiliation was set up between outer radiation portion and 

hazard of disease. The investigation of inside pollution impacts was confined to 47 

cases and 120 controls with an expected lung portion from uranium. The outcomes  
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uncovered no connection to malignancy hazard (OR 0.8 for an aggregate portion of 

450 mSv or more). 

 In a little partner investigation of 9,000 specialists at the Calvert Cliffs thermal 

energy station during 1969-1988, the normal aggregate portion identical was 21 mSv, 

with 12% of the laborers surpassing an aggregate portion of 50 mSv. Reason for 

death was gotten for 93% of the passings; just two passings from leukemia happened 

versus four anticipated. 

 Najarian and Colton (1978) asserted a twofold danger, all things considered, 

and a fivefold danger of leukemia dependent on a PMR examination among atomic 

laborers at a maritime shipyard, where atomic submarines are fixed and refueled. 

Their discoveries were questioned in a more careful SMR examination using singular 

portion narratives. A settled case-control concentrate with 53 passings from leukemia 

recognized no reasonable relationship between the radiation openness and leukemia 

and discovered that as it were nine of the cases had any radiation openness 

 Very nearly 44,000 laborers were remembered for a consolidated investigation 

of Hanford Nuclear Site, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Rocky Flats atomic 

weapons site. The outcomes were gotten utilizing inner correlations between portion 

levels. The mean length of follow-up was 19 years and the mean portion was 27 mSv. 

Very nearly 2,000 disease passings happened including 67 passings from nonCLL 

leukemia. The investigation gave a negative ERR gauge for leukemia (-1.0 per Sv, 

upper 90% certainty limit 2.2). For all disease si!tes consolidated, the ERR gauge was 

0.0 per Sv (with an upper 90% certainty cutoff of 0.8). A genuinely critical 

abundance related with radiation portion was noticed for malignancies of the throat 

and larynx just as for Hodgkin's illness. These were, nonetheless, deciphered as liable 

to be because of possibility, since a similarly huge number of malignancy locales 

showed a negative relationship with the portion. Some sign was apparent of 

expanding ERR with expanding portion and a measurably critical affiliation was seen 

among portion and malignancy hazard for those 75 years old or more. The danger 

gauge for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory laborers was lower than that revealed 

by Wing and collaborators (1991), mostly because of a bigger number of portion 

classes. The consolidated examination depended on a huge populace overwhelmed by 

the Hanford information; be that as it may, the precision of portion history 

particularly in more seasoned years may not be generally excellent. Regardless of 

little or in feet even adverse danger assesses, the certainty stretches cover with the 

assessments dependent on high-dose studies. 

 Malignant growth mortality was concentrated in a companion of around 3,500 

white male laborers at the Pantex weapons office in US somewhere in the range of 

1951 and 1978. The mean length of follow-up was 15 years and fulfillment of follow-

up 96%. Openness evaluation depended in movie form identification observing, the 

consequences of which were not accessible for people whose business had ended 

before 1963 and they were avoided from the examinations. The mean total portion 

was around under 5 mSv. The reference rate for mortality investigations was the age 

and period-explicit public rate for white guys. An aggregate of 269 passings were 

noticed, of which 44 were because of disease. The SMR for all diseases was 
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underneath the public normal (0.60, 95% CI 0.44-0.81). No critical increments for the 

whole companion were noticed for a particular malignant growth site, yet a shortage 

was accounted for of stomach related framework malignant growths and cellular 

breakdown in the lungs. Some sign was acquired for an expanding pattern with term 

of work for cellular breakdown in the lungs and lymphopoietic malignant growth, 

however it didn't achieve measurable importance.  Just around 200 specialists had 

gotten dosages surpassing 10 mSv during the examination time frame. The quantity 

of malignancy passings among them (two instances of cellular breakdown in the 

lungs) was too little to even consider permitting significant evaluation of radiation 

exposure.       

 Disease mortality during 1952-1979 among in excess of 5,000 representatives 

at Rocky Pads atomic weapons plant was beneath the public rates (SMB. 0.71, 95% 

CI 0.59-0.84). The mean length of follow-up was 14 years and the mean portion 41 

mSv. No abundance passings occured at a particular malignant growth site, yet a 

deficiency in cellular breakdown in the lungs was accounted for. Malignant growth 

mortality among laborers with outside openness over 10 mSv was not higher than 

among those unexposed. No certain portion reaction was noticed for any disease site, 

yet a negative slant was seen for prostate malignant growth. Additionally, no 

expansions in malignant growth were seen among laborers with a plutonium body 

weight of 2 nCi or more contrasted and different specialists, and no portion reaction 

was found with the body trouble. 

 A meta-examination joined seven accomplice concentrates on word related 

openness to ionizing radiation. The examinations were confined to white guys and 81 

leukemia passings were seen in the development with more than 1.4 million man 

years. The danger of leukemia was expanded among laborers with total radiation 

portion surpassing 10 mSv contrasted and laborers with more modest portions (RR 

1.8, 95% CI 1.2-2.7). At the point when uncovered laborers were additionally 

separated, notwithstanding, into those with a total portion of 10-50 mSv and those 

with dosages over 50 mSv, the danger was more modest among all the more 

vigorously uncovered specialists (RRs 2.1 furthermore, 1.4, individually). The 

investigation didn't, be that as it may, think about the impact old enough, which most 

likely prompted overestimation of dangers. 

 1.7.3 Cancer among atomic industry workers in other countries                                                                                                                              

 A Canadian report evaluated the malignancy mortality among 13,570 men 

utilized by Nuclear Energy Canada somewhere in the range of 1956 and 1985. The 

mean length of follow-up was 17.5 years. Of the laborers, 4,260 had at any point been 

presented to a radiation portion over the identification edge. The mean aggregate 

portion identical was 15 mSv. Both by and large mortality and malignancy mortality 

were beneath the public normal (SMRs 0.77 and 0.87, separately). No overabundance 

mortality from any kind of malignancy was noticed for the whole companion. The 

SMR for non-CLL leukemia was 0.45 dependent on four noticed cases. To survey the 

relationship between radiation openness and disease hazard, the laborers were 

assembled into three openness classifications: those without radiation openness, 
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laborers with an aggregate portion comparable beneath 50 mSv, and those with 50 

mSv or more. For non-CLL leukemia, an expanding pattern was noted with openness 

with SMRs of 0.28, 0.55 and 0.65, separately (uneven Pmnd 0.06). The ERR gauge 

for non-CLL leukemia was 19 for each Sv with 90% CI 0.1-110 (slacked by two 

years). 

 An accomplice investigation of laborers in the early long stretches of the 

Mayak atomic complex appeared an expansion in both generally malignant growth 

mortality and leukemia mortality. Very nearly 9,000 subjects,who were first utilized 

among 1948 and 1958 at the Mayak fuel reprocessing and plutonium fabricating 

complex, were followed up for mortality for a mean of a day and a half. The mean 

aggregate dosages were over one dim. A benchmark group was shaped of roughly 

10,000 people utilized during a similar period, yet whose radiation dosages didn't 

surpass the most extreme allowable level. By and large malignancy mortality was 

practically half higher among uncovered than unexposed laborers (RR 1.4, 95% CI 

1.3-1.6 for men), and they showed double the danger of leukemia (RR 2.1, 95% CI 

1.2-3.7). The ERR of leukemia was assessed as 1.3 per Gy (CI not detailed) and 

lessened significantly throughout the subsequent time. Mortality from cellular 

breakdown in the lungs was too expanded among the whole companion (RR 1.9, 95% 

CI 1.5-2.3) and particularly among those with plutonium defilement (RR 3.2, 95% CI 

2.2-4.6 for men). The ERR for cellular breakdown in the lungs from plutonium was 

assessed as 0.22 and 0.36 for aggregated lung portions beneath or more 7.5 Sv, 

separately. The fulfillment of follow-up was not revealed. The dangers were 

presumably disparaged, on the grounds that inward tainting was available 

notwithstanding outside radiation for an enormous extent of the subjects, and the 

benchmark group had additionally been presented to radiation. 

 A case-control concentrate with 162 cellular breakdown in the lungs cases 

analyzed somewhere in the range of 1961 and 1991 investigated the impact of word 

related radiation openness on cellular breakdown in the lungs among laborers of the 

Mayak atomic complex. For controls, 338 workers were related to coordinating for 

sex, age, and word related history (year of first business, work environment, and 

calling). The consolidated measure of plutonium was assessed from pee tests. The 

mean lung weight of plutonium was 1.5 kBq among cases and 0.4 kBq among 

controls. The retained lung portion was 1.6 Gy for cases and 0.4 Cry among controls. 

A body weight of plutonium surpassing 5.55 kBq was related with a triple higher 

danger of cellular breakdown in the lungs (OR 3.1, 95% CI 1.8-5.1). The inferable 

danger from smoking was assessed as 60% what's more, that from plutonium as 19%. 

Of the histological sorts, the inferable danger from plutonium was most prominent for 

adenocarcinoma (37%) and littlest for little cell carcinoma (6%). 

 A companion investigation of cellular breakdown in the lungs mortality has 

been directed among more than 4,000 laborers at the Mayak radiochemical plant 

during 1970-1989. Pee investigation was utilized to evaluate the portion to the lung 

from plutonium openings. Putting together their investigation with respect to 80 

cases, the creators announced a high hazard gauge (ERR 1.9 per Sv, 90% CI 1.6-2.2) 

with a slack of 24 years; be that as it may, no data on smoking was accessible and the 
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culmination of follow-up was definitely not announced. The high danger gauge may 

likewise reflect underascertainment of openness.  

 A little accomplice investigation of atomic office laborers in Bombay, India 

has been distributed. The accomplice comprised of laborers (number of subjects not 

announced) who were followed up for disease mortality during 1975-1987 with a 

fulfillment of 95%. The general malignant growth mortality was lower than that for 

the Bombay city populace (SMR 0.8, 95% CI 0.6-1.1 dependent on 40 passings). 

Five passings happened from lymphohematological malignancies (SMR 0.9, 95% CI 

0.3-2.2). The lower mortality might have been because of higher financial status of 

the work power and furthermore a sound specialist impact. No information on 

radiation openings were detailed [70]. 
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 2 Polymorphism 

 2.1  Types of polymorphism 

 Genetic polymorphism results from mutation. This refers to the difference in 

DNA consistency among people, groups, or populations, and can be caused by 

mutations from one nucleotide base change to several hundred base variations. In the 

formal sense, there are only two types of polymorphisms: those associated with DNA 

replacement bases and those associated with the insertion or removal of base pairs. 

The simplest type of genetic polymorphism is single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP). The position is called SNP, if it exists in at least two variants, being a rarer 

allele, more common than 1% in the general population. Other types of genetic 

polymorphisms result from the insertion or removal of a DNA fragment containing 

repetitive sequences (mini and microsatellites) and gross genetic losses and 

adjustments. 

 Gross changes are mutations in which significant parts of the DNA sequence 

(> 500 bp) are deleted, duplicated, or reordered. These types of genomic changes can 

be detected by high resolution cytogenetics (for very large changes such as the 

number of chromosomes and chromosomal translocations) and using fragmentary 

analysis of chromosomal regions involved using Southern blotting, microsatellites, 

and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). 

 Hypervariable mini satellites are usually defined as tandem repetition short 

(from 6 to 100 bp) motif of 0.5 kbp. up to several thousand bases. They are mainly 

located between genes and are unevenly distributed in the genome, mainly in 

telomeric locations . Due to their polymorphism in length and ability cross-hybridize 

with similar loci throughout the genome, minisatellites are used in DNA 

fingerprinting and forensic analysis for personal identification [72].  

 Microsatellites or short tandem repeats (STR) are tandem repeats of several 

copies of the same motif sequence, consisting of 1-4 base pair units. They are is 

ubiquitous in prokaryotes and eukaryotes and is present even in the smallest bacterial 

genomes. These polymorphisms show a high level of allelic variability in the number 

repeating units and are widely used as markers in linkage studies. A subset of STRs 

namely, trinucleotide repeats, are implicated in many human neurodegenerative 

disorders such as fragile X syndrome and Huntington's disease and in some human 

cancers. This kind of open-source software often referred to as dynamic mutations 

[73]. 

 2.2  Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms – monobasic paired positions in genomic 

DNA, in which different sequence alternatives (alleles) exist in normal people in 

some population (s), with the least a frequent allele has a prevalence of at least 1%, or 

more. Thus, options with insertion / removal of one base (indels) will not be 

considered SNP. However, several properties attributed to SNP also apply to 

insertion or deletion. Above definition is limited to practical problems obtaining and 

researching representative global population samples. Non-polymorphic sequence 
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must be accompanied by an indication of the actual population studied. Simply put, 

SNP is polymorphism between DNA samples with relatively unified base. SNPs 

make up the majority abundant molecular markers in the genome. International SNP 

Card Working Group prepared human genome sequence variation map containing 

1.42 million SNP, that is, one SNP per 1.9 kb. In plants they are also found in high 

density by genome. In the maize genome, there is one SNP per 70 and wheat has one 

SNP per 20 bp in some regions [74]. 

 SNPs have become markers of choice. Due to their abundance in the genome, 

they are extremely useful for generating a high-density genetic map. This density 

cannot be achieved with another genetic marker classes. Because of this abundance, 

SNPs have potential to provide the basis for an excellent and highly efficient 

informative genotyping analysis. SNP in coding regions (cSNP) can have functional 

significance if the resulting change in amino acids causes a change phenotype. SNP 

markers associated with phenotypic modifies point functional polymorphism. They 

seem to constitute the largest class of functional polymorphisms. 

 Theoretically at a specific location in the DNA molecule four possible 

nucleotides are involved, but in fact only two of these four possibilities were 

observed in certain areas in the population, thus SNPs are primarily biallelic in 

nature. Although the biallelic nature of SNPs makes them less informative per locus 

under study than multi-allelic markers such as RFLP and microsatellite [75] but this 

difficulty overcome by their abundance, which makes it possible to use more loci. 

Kruglyak determined that 4 cM map of 750 SNP based markers was equivalent in the 

information content on 10 cm card 300 microsatellite markers [76] 

 SNPs are less volatile than other markers, especially microsatellites. Low rates 

repeated mutations make them evolutionarily stable. These are great markers for 

learning difficult genetic characteristics and for understanding genomic evolution. 

This also makes them comfortable and convenient for follow in population studies. 
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3 Gene p21 

 3.1  Structure and protein interactions of p21 

 p21Waf1/Cip1 belongs to the Cip/Kip cyclin family kinase inhibitors (CKI) 

(p21Waf1 / Cip1, p27Kip1, p57Kip1). p21Waf1 / Cip1 was first described as powerful and 

versatile inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks). The Cip / Kip family (p21, 

p27, p57) share this significant sequence homology at their amino-terminal regions. 

Amino-terminal domain of p21, as well as matching domains p27 or p57, both are 

required and sufficient to inhibit cyclin / CDK activity. IN unique p21 carboxy-

terminal domain associated with proliferating nuclear antigen (PCNA), a subunit of 

DNA polymerase δ and can suppress DNA replication directly without affecting 

DNA repair. 

 p21Waf1/Cip1 has been identified as a mediator of p53-induced growth arrest and 

direct regulator CDK activity. p21Waf1/Cip1 plays an important role in negative control 

of cell growth and is usually activated by cell arrest, either by contact with cells or in 

serum deprivation, differentiation, or aging.  

 The human p21 gene consists of 3 exons (68, 450 and 1600 bp), but the first 

exon is not translated. In human p21 protein consists of 164 amino acids with a 

molecular mass of 21 kDa and persisted for evolution. p21Waf1/Cip1 interacts directly 

with cyclins through the conservative region close to the N-terminus (Cyc 1), 

however, it has a second weak binding to cyclin near its C-terminal region (Cyc 2), 

which overlaps with its PCNA binding domain. Moreover, p21 has separate binding 

of cyclin-dependent kinase domain (Cdk) site in its N-terminal area. For optimal 

cyclin-Cdk inhibition, binding to this site as well as one of cyclins are required. p21 

competes with p107 and p130 for binding to cyclin/Cdks and for disrupting already 

formed complexes between these molecules. 

 P21 was found to cause repression of E2F-dependent transcription, possibly 

through direct association with coefficient E2F. This means that E2F can work as an 

anchor p21, matching it with E2F-dependent transcription initiation complex, thereby 

suppression of its function. 

 p21 can bind to the N-terminus of c-Myc to interfere with the c-Myc-Max 

associations, but at the same time, the interaction of c-Myc and p21 can directly 

counteract p21-dependent DNA inhibition synthesis, since c-Myc binds to the C-

terminus of p21 in competition with PCNA. 

p21 can enhance the function of transcriptional coactivators such as p300. 

P300's ability to interact with NF B-dependent transcription negatively controlled by 

the association of p300 with active cyclin/CDK complexes. So, suppression 

cyclin/CDK activity could be a way of explaining ability of p21 to activate p300-

dependent transcription. It has been shown that stimulation of p300 activity can take 

place with p21 regardless of the intrinsic histone acetyltransferase activity of this 

coactivator and its cyclin/CDK binding region. This occurs because p21 can alleviate 

the effects previously not characterized transcriptional repression domain is present 

in p300. 
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 E7 protein of human papillomavirus 16 (HPV-16) binds to p21 and competes 

with PCNA for binding to the carboxy-terminal domain of p21. E7 communication 

with p21 blocks the ability of p21 to suppress cyclin/CDK activity, as well as PCNA-

dependent DNA synthesis. E7 does not break association of p21 with cyclin / CDK 

complexes, but this believed to reduce p21-dependent CDK suppression activity. 

 Two enzymes of DNA metabolism Fen 1 (Fap endonuclease I) and DNA- 

(cytosine-5) metitransferase (DNA MTase) binds to p21 in competition with PCNA. 

PCNA communicates physically with Fen I and stimulates its enzymatic activity. 

Central residues of the p21 PCNA-binding domain are most conservative with Fen 1 

and can mediate their mutually exclusive binding to PCNA. 

 It has been shown that DNA-MTase binds directly to PCNA and PCNA-DNA 

MTase association has been disrupted by p21. Newly replicated DNA must be 

methylated before histone H1 is incorporated into the nucleosome. This suggests p21 

may control DNA methylation levels during replication and possibly during DNA 

repair. 

 Except enzymes that metabolize DNA, GADD45 is also involved in p21-

PCNA interactions. GADD45, like p21, is a nuclear protein and was participates in 

the induction of growth arrest, apoptosis, excisional repair, and DNA stability. 

Although GADD45 communicates with PCNA via region unlike p21, both p21 and 

GADD45 compete with each other for PCNA binding .   

 GADD45 and its related homologue MyD118 can directly associated with p21. 

GADD45 does not appear in inhibition of cyclin-Cdk complexes either by itself or in 

combination with p21. 

 p21 binds directly to procaspase 3 at its N-terminus and is involved in the 

induction and suppression of death. p21 also binds to SAPK at its N-terminus and 

have been found to block its phosphorylation, as well as activation ascending kinase 

MKK4. 

 p21 interacts with other regulatory proteins such as protein kinase, CK2, 

calmodulin (CaM), a new regulatory cell protein with oncogenic potential, SET and 

transcription factor C / EBP-α. 

 P21Waf1/Cip1 cell cycle inhibitory activity is an associated with its nuclear 

localization. However, 10-truncation of an amino acid from the C-terminal form of 

p21 reported in UV-irradiated normal diploid fibroblasts and many tumor cells are 

mainly localized in cytoplasm. 

 Physical connection between cytoplasmic p21 and ASK1 was described and 

found to be suppress the activity of ASA 1 and MAPK (SAPK / JNK) cascade 

activation, thus preventing the cell from apoptosis. It was suggested that cytoplasmic 

p21 is formed by cleavage or truncation during apoptosis. Other forms cytoplasmic 

p21 have been described, but their role still unclear. 

 3.2 p53-dependent p21 transcription induction 

 p53 tumor suppressor protein is inducible transcription factor required for 

transactivation the number of genes involved in cell cycle control. p21 expression is 

normal in embryos and most tissues from p53 knockout (p53 -/-) mice. Although p53 
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is not required for p21 transcription, the regulation of p21 is p53-dependent following 

DNA damage by γ-radiation. Cultured p21-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

still had the ability to undergo G1 arrest in response to DNA damage, thus p53 may 

induce an additional gene that participates in cell arrest. p21 transcription and cell 

cycle arrest was observed in irradiated human cell lines. 

 It was found that p21 expression increases through p53-dependent pathway in 

embryonic fibroblasts after spindle treatment deraptor nocodazole. Ribonucleotide 

biosynthesis inhibitors such as pyrazofurin and cyclopentenylcytosine induces p53 - 

dependent p21 expression in the absence of DNA damage and led to 

hypophosphorylation retinoblastoma in normal fibroblasts and human cells growth 

retardation. Transcriptional induction of p21 by p53 may prevent cells undergoing 

apoptosis and instead lead to cell-cycle arrest.  

 A number of agents activating p21 transcription does not depend on pathways 

p53. These agents induce binding different transcription factors for specific cis-acting 

elements located within the p21 promoter. Region between -119 bp and the beginning 

of human transcription the p21 gene contains six Sp1 binding sites (Sp1-1 to Sp1-6). 

Sp1 is a member of a multigenic family that binds to DNA via zinc finger motifs at 

the C-terminus. Sp2, Sp3 and Sp4 have extensive structure and sequence homology 

with Sp1. 

 Phorbol ester (PMA) and okadaic acid induce p21 via Sp1 [51]. BRCA1 tumor 

suppressor protein activates p21 through the range -143 to -93 bp, which contains 

sites Sp1-1 and Sp1-2 and suppresses DNA synthesis. Transforming Growth Factor-β 

(TGF-β), calcium, butyrate, lovastatin, histone deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A 

(TSA) [55] and nerve growth factor (NGF) [57] has been shown to induce p21 via the 

Sp1-3 site in the p21 promoter. TGF-β and butyrate inhibited proliferation and 

induced G1 cells stopping the cycle in various cells calcium-induced differentiation 

of cultured mouse keratinocytes whereas lovastatin induced cell cycle arrest in p53-

null human prostate carcinoma cells. 

 Adding Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) to PC12 cells induced expression and 

differentiation of p21 via sites Sp1, Sp3 and p300 transcription coactivator. 

Progesterone has been found to increase p21 level and help stop growth. In the 

progesterone receptor (PR) has been found in combination with p300 and Sp1. Many 

other transcription factors, for example, AP2, E2F, STATISTICS and C/EBPα be 

able induce p21 transcription in response to various signals. A summary of the 

induction of p21 through the p53-dependent pathway and control of apoptosis via p21 

is shown in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1 - p21 regulation through the p53 dependent pathway and control of apoptosis via p21. 

p53 induction can lead cells along the path of apoptosis through activation of Bax and 

suppressive survival factor Bcl-2. Transcriptionally induced p21 by p53 can prevent this and 

instead, it stops the cell cycle. Adapted from [50] 

 3.3  P21 and differentiation 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The exit from the cell cycle is prerequisite for terminal differentiation and p21 

expression is induced during terminal differentiation both in vitro and in vivo. p21 

expression promotes differentiation in a megakaryoblastic leukemia cell line (CMK) , 

in megakaryocyte cells (CD34+), in myelomonocytic cell line (U937), in 

chondrosarcoma cells (SW1353), in dendritic cells and macrophages from human 

peripheral blood monocytes, in skeletal muscles, in the lungs of mice , in neurons of 

the peripheral nervous system in response to p300-mediated nerve growth factor, in 

differentiation of myotubes from myoblasts under the  influence of the transcription 

factor MyoD and in laryngeal tumors. Interestingly, p21 was also shown inhibit 

differentiation of terminally differentiated mouse keratinocytes but not people and 

reduce differentiation in human colon cancer cell lines HT29. It was found that p21 is 

not involved in regulation of mouse skin differentiation tumors and in keratinocytes 

of mice. 

 In mice without p21, normal differentiation is observed, thus implying that p21 

is not mutually exclusive agent promoting differentiation. Other genes are believed to 

be involved. perhaps collaborate with p21 to regulate differentiation including p15, 

p16, p18, p19, p27, p53, p57 and Rb. 

 

 3.4 P21 and proliferation 
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Figure 2 - Regulation of proliferation by p21. 

(A) p21 can form complex with Cdk, Cyclin and PCNA. (B) When low or intermediate conc. 

p21 it promotes proliferation, and when high p21 conc. the complex is inactive, which inhibits 

proliferation. (C) p21 can inhibit PCNA complex activity with DNA polymerase and (D) 

Cdk/Cyclin complex or act as a build factor for Cdk/Cyclin complexes. (E) p21 may also 

associate with Cdk/Cyclin complexes and can inhibit or promote proliferation. 

 p21 is usually considered equal inhibit proliferation both in vitro and in vivo 

and by introduction of p21 expression constructs into usual and tumor cell lines led to 

the cell cycle stop in the G1 phase of the cell cycle. Paradoxically, it has been shown 

that p21 promotes distribution under certain circumstances. 

 Various mechanisms have been described by which p21 can regulate 

proliferation. p21 may induce growth arrest by inhibiting the activity of 

cyclindependent kinases (Cdks) or of proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). The 

unique carboxyterminal domain of p21 can associate with PCNA and DNA 

polymerase δ and ε and can inhibit DNA replication directly, without affecting DNA 

repair. p21 may act as an assembly factor for Cdk/cyclin complexes. p21 facilitates 

assembly Cdk4/6 and cyclin D in vitro and have been found to be related with 

cyclinD/Cdk4 complexes during the cell cycle progress. p21 has also been shown in 

conjunction with Cdk2 and thus will stop growth. Role of p21 as an assembly 

activator or inhibitor depends on its expression level. Low and medium concentration 

is the assembly factor, and at high concentration is an inhibitor. 

 p21 has been shown to be part of the quaternary complex containing cyclin, 

Cdk and PCNA. There is a transition which takes place between active and inactive 

states through changes in stoichiometry of p21, especially when several p21 

molecules go against one p21 molecules bind to these complexes. 

 The role of p21 to either promote or inhibit proliferation could depend on the 

specific cellular context. Mammary tumour-susceptible MMTV-ras mice displayed 

higher S-phase fractions and an increase in tumours in p21 knockout mice, whereas 

MMTV-cMyc exhibited lower S-phase and a decrease in tumours. A summary of the 

regulation of proliferation by p21 is is presented in Fig.2. 
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3.5 P21 and apoptosis 

 p21 can both stimulate and suppress apoptosis, although it usually counteracts 

apoptotic process. p53-dependent apoptosis usually in cells of p21 knockout mice 

[90]. Expression of p21 appears to protect colorectal p53-induced carcinoma and 

melanoma cells apoptosis, while suppression of p21 expression antisense technology 

and homologous recombinations has been shown to shift cells from stopping the cell 

cycle path to apoptosis. Although most of the evidence supports the role of p21 in 

protection against apoptosis, overexpression of p21 has been associated with 

induction of apoptosis in human retinoblastoma cells lines and T cells. 

 It has been shown that cells from p21 knockout mice contain a very high level 

of apoptosis after γ-irradiation. These data may indicate that p21 protein usually 

protects cells from p53-mediated apoptosis, keeping them in the cell cycle arrest . 

 

 Activation of the MAPKs of the SAPK (JNK) and p38 kinase families are also 

key events in the apoptotic response of many cells and p21 has been found to 

associate and control both types of molecules. p21 was also found to form complexes 

with caspase 3 and MEKKs (ASK1). The association with these molecules could be 

favoured by the fact that p21 itself is a caspase substrate and becomes localised to the 

cytoplasm as a consequence of caspase-dependent cleavage of its nuclear localisation 

C-terminus domain and is unable to suppress growth as well as apoptosis. This 

truncation would also compromise the ability of p21 to promote cyclin/CDK nuclear 

localisation, with the same biological end point effect. 

 

 p21 may also protect cells from apoptosis due to cyclin/CDK inhibition. It is 

believed that the direct interaction between p21 and GADD45 promotes apoptosis 

rather than stopping the cell cycle. Two new proteins, p21B and p21C, which p21 

variants were found to be induced by DNA damage, p53 and p73. p21B has two 

unique exons and encodes a protein that is not homologous to p21 or any other 

another known protein. It was found that p21B induces cellular cycle arrest and 

apoptosis. p21C uses extended version of exon I p21B but spliced with the second 

and the third exon p21 and encodes the p21 protein. Summary of the regulation 

of apoptosis by p21 is illustrated in Fig.3.[77] 
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Figure 3 - Regulation of apoptosis by p21. 

p21 can inhibit apoptosis by complexation with cyclin/CDK, Gadd45, kinase p38, SAPK and can 

inhibit the p53-dependent apoptosis pathway. p21 can also regulate Gadd45 and procaspase 3, 

resulting in apoptosis. Caspase 3 can truncate nuclear p21 at the C-terminus, thus losing the nuclear 

localization signal and is in the cytoplasm, therefore it cannot suppress growth arrest as well as 

apoptosis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 3.6 p21 in cancer reserach 

 Awkwardness between cell multiplication and cell passing (apoptosis) prompts 

tumorigenesis. p21, a grounded cyclin-subordinate kinase (cdk) inhibitor, was found 

to assume a significant part in controlling cell cycle movement. In 1994, p21 

(otherwise called wildtype initiating factor-1/cyclin-subordinate kinase inhibitory 

protein-1 or WAF1/CIP1) was presented as a tumor silencer in cerebrum, lung, and 

colon disease cells; it was shown that p21 actuates tumor development concealment 

through wild sort p53 movement. Mousses revealed some proof that showed the 

connection between tumor advancement and p21 protein change. While p21 

modification was not discovered to be answerable for malignancy advancement in 

certain disease types, for example, ovarian or bosom malignant growth, there were 

proof supporting the opposite situation in other tumor types, for example, thyroid or 

endometrial carcinoma. An early investigation on non-little cell lung carcinoma 

showed that p21 is overexpressed in very much separated tumors. p21 has been 

generally connected with p53 protein in regards to its cell cycle capture part; there are 

contemplates that showed p53-free pathways prompting p21 acceptance at early long 

periods of its revelation. In one of these early investigations, p21 was appeared as a 

quick early quality, with record top at 2 hours within the sight of certain development 

factor, free of p53 protein. These investigations were coordinated towards the way 

that through p21 enlistment in p53-invalid disease cells, G1 designated spot can be 

reestablished and cell cycle capture could be actuated. p21 was discovered to be 

related with cell affectability to Transforming Growth Factor-beta (TGF-beta) 

simultaneously, investigating where p21 remains in disease advancement, 

considering TGF-beta part in premalignant state, threatening movement, 

obtrusiveness and scattering, and metastatic colonization. As p21 was transforming 

into a significant quality in malignancy advancement, a few gatherings began to 

consider restorative methodologies in utilizing p21; one of the main endeavors to 

initiate development capture through p21 was done in chicken incipient organism 
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fibroblasts that were changed by oncogenes. Another pioneer concentrate in T-cell 

leukemia infection type I-changed lymphocytes showed p21 assuming a part in 

apoptosis, free of p53. p21, kept on being a quality of interest for tumor development 

hindrance during the next years. 

 Dubious parts of p21 is chosen by p21 area and p53 protein condition. p53 (the 

most transformed protein in pediatric and grown-up disease) actuates articulation of 

p21, because of cell stress, for example, DNA harm or oxidative pressure. 

Notwithstanding cell cycle capture, p21 assumes a significant part in senescence 

through p53-subordinate and p53-autonomous pathways. p21 likewise controls 

different cell projects like apoptosis, DNA harm reaction, and actin cytoskeleton 

rebuilding. This being said, p21 impact on the development of malignant growth 

tumors relies generally upon the situation with the p53 protein in disease cells. In 

spite of the fact that p21 acceptance is p53-subordinate in specific conditions, for 

example, DNA harm, there are a few situations where p21 articulation design is 

autonomous of p53 like ordinary tissue improvement, cell separation, or following 

serum incitement. Because of p53 record factor action, p21 enlistment could prompt 

tumor development capture through hindrance of cyclin-kinase complex, expansion 

cell atomic antigen (PCNA), record factors, and coactivators. Then again, p21 can 

coordinate tumor advancement towards malignancy development through hindering 

the collection of DNA harm. p21 enlistment has been demonstrated to be essential for 

advancing disease cell motility and tumorigenesis. Accordingly, p21 can be an 

oncogenic protein or a tumor silencer, contingent upon its restriction in the cytoplasm 

or the core, individually. This discussion encompassing p21 jobs in disease 

advancement makes it more testing to track down the correct equilibrium in which 

p21 capacity would specifically block malignant growth movement[78]. 

 Malignant growth is a significant medical issue in the most pieces of the world. 

Around 12.7 million disease cases and 7.6 million malignancy passings are assessed 

to happen every year worldwide. The counteraction and therapy for malignant 

growths caused expanding monetary weights around the world. As a perplexing 

infection, malignant growth is firmly impacted by ecological and hereditary 

components, of which quality polymorphism is a basic reason for the distinction of 

individual hereditary defenselessness to cancer. ID of the key quality polymorphisms 

that are related with malignant growth hazard is fundamental for anticipating 

individual in danger. 

 The quality for p21 (CDKN1A) is restricted on chromosome 6p21. It 

comprises of three exons and two introns and encodes a 21-kDa protein. The 

interpretation area lies predominantly in exon. p21 is the primary protein that is 

needed after p53 enactment in light of DNA harm. It assumes a pivotal part in cell 

cycle control by repressing exercises of cyclin E_CDK2 and cyclin A_CDK2 

buildings. Therefore, it prompts dephosphorylation of the RB protein (pRb), which 

incites G1 capture leading to DNA fix or apoptosis. Because of its crucial capacity in 

cell development, it has been viewed as that p21 may have an impact in 

carcinogenesis6.  
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 A few investigations have shown that p21 polymorphisms may influence 

protein articulation and action and assume a part in defenselessness to cancer. Two 

significant p21 polymorphisms in codon 31 (p21 C98A, dbSNP rs1801270) and in 

the 3′ UTR (p21 C70T, dbSNP rs1059234), both alone and additionally in mix, may 

affect carcinogenesis. The p21C98A polymorphism brings about non-equivalent 

serine to arginine replacement in the protein, which influences the DNA-restricting 

zinc finger theme. The other polymorphism, p21 C70T (rs1059234), happens 20 

nucleotides downstream of the stop codon in the 3′ UTR district. This locale is 

viewed as a significant site for cell separation, expansion and tumor suppression. 

Henceforth it influences mRNA soundness by instigating quick message degradation 

prompting a change in protein articulation level.  

 Until this point in time, various atomic epidemiological examinations have 

been done to assess the relationship between p21 3′ UTR rs1059234 polymorphism 

and various kinds of disease hazard in different populations. In any case, the 

outcomes were conflicting or even opposing, in part in light of the conceivable little 

impact of the polymorphism on malignancy hazard and the generally little example 

size in every one of distributed investigation. Thusly, there has been played out a 

thorough meta-examination to infer a more exact assessment of the connection 

between p21 3′ UTR rs1059234 polymorphism and the danger of malignancy[79]. 

 As it has mentioned before p21 is often found in combination with the so-

called tumor suppressor protein p53. High expression of p21 was considered a good 

sign for cancer patients-it meant that p53 would slow down the development of the 

tumor. 

 It turned out that if the protein p53 is not enough, p21 significantly accelerates 

the growth of the tumor. "A few years ago, it was thought that sunbathing was one of 

the best ways to stay healthy, and then we realized that too much sun is harmful. It's a 

similar story with this protein, " says Professor Paul Townsend, one of the study's 

authors. – If the wild-type p53 is lost, the excess production of p21 should not be 

happy. This protein, which was previously considered harmless, has a dark side." 

 The discovery was the result of five years of research on p21, during which 

scientists tried to develop drugs that increase the protein content and suppress the 

development of tumors. Members of the scientific team noticed that in tumors lacking 

p53, an increase in the amount of p21 led to aggressive growth. It turned out that the 

p21 protein disrupts the mechanisms of DNA synthesis, this process is called 

replicative stress. It leads to genome instability, which is the hallmark of cancer. 

 "We now know that when p21 is produced without p53's control, it shows the 

dangerous cell division symptoms characteristic of aggressive tumors. Although this 

contradicts everything that has been known up to this point, it is hoped that our 

discovery in the future will help to develop new ways to treat cancer, " concludes 

Townsend [80]. 
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CONCLUSION 

 Epidemiological investigations of malignant growth hazard following radiation 

openness give the essential premise to assessment of radiation-related danger in 

human populaces. These examinations exhibit the presence of portion reaction and its 

adjustment by different factors, and show some variety by malignant growth site and 

by histological subtypes inside destinations. At low and extremely low radiation 

portions, factual and other variety in benchmark hazard will in general be the 

predominant wellspring of blunder in both epidemiological and trial carcinogenesis 

studies, and gauges of radiation-related danger will in general be profoundly dubious 

both due to a frail sign to-clamor proportion and on the grounds that it is hard to 

perceive or to control for unobtrusive frustrating elements. In this way, extrapolation 

of hazard gauges dependent on perceptions at moderate to high portions keeps on 

being the essential reason for assessment of radiation-related danger at low dosages 

and portion rates. 

 The connection of ionizing radiation with human body, either from outside 

sources (for example outside the body) or from inner defilement of the body by 

radioactive substances, prompts natural impacts which may later appear as clinical 

side effects. The nature and seriousness of these indications also, the time at which 

they seem rely upon the measure of radiation assimilated and the rate at which it is 

gotten.  

 Radiation Safety is worried about cell impacts, which bring about harm to 

urgent conceptive designs like the chromosomes and their parts (e.g., qualities, DNA, 

and so on) Radiation collaborations inside the body produce infinitesimal subcellular-

level impacts that may result in cell reactions and, in the total, may at last create 

visibly noticeable impacts on explicit organs or tissues. Light of natural tissue sets 

into movement a progression of intracellular biochemical occasions that start with 

ionization of an atom, and which may eventually lead to cell injury. Injury to an 

enormous number of cells may, thus, lead to additional injury to the organ and to the 

organic entity. Numerous elements may alter the reaction of a living life form to 

guaranteed portion of radiation. Elements identified with the portion incorporate the 

portion rate, the energy and sort of radiation (Contingent upon the measure of 

ionization saved along a unit length of track of radiation, LET), furthermore, the 

fleeting example of the openness. The DNA is viewed as the essential objective atom 

for radiation poisonousness. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

LET - Linear energy transmission 

DSB - Double strand break 

DNA - Deoxyribonucleic acid 

HR - Homologous recombination 

NHEJ - Non-homologous end joining 

UNSCEAR - United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 

Radiation 

DDREF - Dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor 

CVD - Cardiovascular disease 

HZE ions - High-energy nuclei component of galactic cosmic rays 

RBE - Relative biological effectiveness 

SMR - Standardized mortality ratio 

SIR - Standardized incidence ratio 

CLL - Chronic lymphocytic leukemia  

ERR - Excess Relative Risk 

RR - Respiratory rate 

CI - Cumulative incidence 

SNP - Single nucleotide polymorphism 

FISH - Fluorescence in situ hybridization 

STR - Short tandem repeats 

RFLP - Restriction fragment length polymorphism  

CDK - Cyclin-dependent kinases 

PCNA - Proliferating cell nuclear antigen 

GADD -Growth Arrest and DNA Damage 

ASK1 - Apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 

MAPK - Mitogen-activated protein kinase 
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